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Abstract. Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) need to adapt themselves on the dynamic environment. They are concerned on the environmental and sustainability issues thus produce slow fashion. There are only limited numbers of SMEs who practice in eco-friendly products. Therefore this paper aims to describe the SMEs’ practices on slow fashion, explain the capabilities needed to be success in the dynamic green environment and suggest the marketing strategies to compete in the sustainable green market of slow fashion product.
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1 Introduction

Being green is known as an important part for human and business environment. The movement to the green environment has turned into market demands [16]. As part to the business matter, firms are concerned on the environmental and sustainability issues [2]. Consumers’ attitude is changing towards sustainability, especially on consuming green product. Further, perceived quality, price, packaging, and functional value are used as a factor influencing consumers purchasing decisions [15]. This also influence the human needs on using the environmentally goods.

People are aware to the environmental issues. Fashion is the second largest industrial polluter, second only to oil. It supported by the facts that textile waste has increased by massive 811% from 1960 to 2015. Moreover, clothing production has more than doubled from 2000 and yet people do not use 40% of the clothes they buy. There are lots of campaigns to change people’s mind on respecting the nature through green movements. The actions lead the idea to change from the fast fashion (mass production and low price – economics of scale) to
slow fashion movements. The slow fashion consumers have the willingness to pay a higher price range for clothing [12]. They purchase on ethical and organics alternatives products.

United Nation has set the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), consisting of 17 goals as a world development agenda for human welfare. These goals can be universally applied and measured in three dimensions, namely environment, social and economy. Moreover, ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) developed several objectives to foster a culture of fair competition. To lay on this, The ASEAN Policy Blueprint for Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs) Development (APBSD) 2004-2014 outlines the framework for its development in the ASEAN region. The objectives are to enhance the competitiveness and dynamism of ASEAN SMEs by facilitating their access to information, market, human resource development, and skills, finance as well as technology and more liberalized on the trading environment.

SMEs play a key role in the economic growth in most countries in the Asia-Pacific region [10] including Indonesia. As part of the economy, SMEs contribute to the economy significantly and also the environmental problems due to the increase of small business activities nowadays [18]. SMEs need to adapt themselves to the market developments (new business model) as it is needed to build on the strengths of their resource bases and activity systems [4]. Further, SMEs should be addressed environmentally responsible in their activities.

In order to be responsible to the environment, SMEs produce slow fashion product, as the opposite to fast fashion. Slow fashion combines ecology, ethnic and green movements due to human health-friendly, fair environmental, economic and social system development [1]. Amongst various industries, Batik is one of the industries that practice these actions. Within the industry, Batik is responsible for water pollution since it utilized a lot of chemicals. The waste contains wax, heavy metal suspended solids and dyes in painting and coloring processes [18].

There is a paradox in batik production. The original batik, actually, is processed naturally (handwriting batik, stamp batik and combination of handwriting batik and stamp batik). It uses natural dyes eco–friendly [7], thus the production uses natural-colored batik [6] are categorized as slow production. Otherwise, since the batik production process applies the principle of industrialization that pursues speed, a scale of production, efficiency, and optimization of production, batik production has actually applied the principle of fast
production. This can be seen in the production of printed batik that use coloring machine materials. It also occurs in original batik productions are colored with non-ecological paint [1].

The transformation practice of slow production is also seen in the motion of batik production used by the batik industry, namely from the factory production mode to the "putting-out" system (POS) mode. In this process, the transfer happens to the production chain; from the factory to the home-workers [9]. So, the unity of batik production from material production to fashion products is relatively long. There are many actors in it that are physically relatively far apart. Technically there are problems in the distribution of knowledge, skills, and time in production. This technically consumes a long time. Consequently, current fashion system has been questioned, whether this process is included in the principle of slow fashion? [8].

Slow fashion is the opposite of fast fashion [11]. Slow fashion is firstly introduced by [5]. It is an alternative to socially and environmentally unsustainable practices resulting from the fast fashion system. It also appears by slowing down the production cycle of clothing that help the environment and people live in a healthier way and regenerate of the environment [3]. Slow fashion combines ecology, ethnic and green movements that can be interpreted as sustainable fashion. Due to the human heath friendly, fair environmental, economic and social system development [1]. Slow fashion is also based on sustainability within the fashion industry and design that combines high quality, small lines, regional productions and fair labor conditions [13].

There are only limited SMEs that concern on environmental issues. To become a sustainable business; SMEs need to constantly adapt to changing market and dynamics environments [14], [8]. In Indonesia, there are only limited numbers of SMEs who practice eco-friendly actions. Therefore, the impetus is more for SMEs from small domestic markets adapt themselves to the dynamic green environment. Further, it informs some issues to the research questions that this paper aims to address. First, how do SMEs produce Batik (in production)? Second, how do SMEs evaluate themselves that conduct slow fashion? Third, what are the capabilities of competing in eco-friendly products? Four, how the entrepreneurs able them competing in global change thus in the same time the SMEs compete inside sustain global market (slow fashion industry)?
2 Methodology

The case study methodology is going to be used to obtain a clearer picture of SMEs [17] and an empirical investigation of the Indonesia slow fashion SMEs phenomenon will be discussed [19] and a mini-theory developed [11]. The target population for this study is SMEs (in Central Java Province) in slow fashion industries. The level of analysis in this study is the integrated actors of slow fashion’s production and consumption channels of product (i.e the SMEs who produce slow fashion product). Whereas the unit of data collection is going to be the individual owner/founder of the slow fashion SMEs, which have the differences on position and role, knowledge and practical ways thus contributes as integrated slow fashion perspectives. Observation, in-depth interview and Focus Group Discussion are going to be used to obtain the data.
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